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Deficient testing methods were used on two separate events that resulted in a
failure to properly functional test the undervoltage (UV) and underfrequency (UF)
trip attachments for the reactor coolant pumps and the circuit breakers used for
electrical overcurrent protection of the containment electrical penetrations.
These events were identified as potentially reportable on April 7 and April 9,
1986, respectively with both units in mode 5 at less than 200 degrees F.

The deficient test method on the UV and the UF trip attachments was due to a
failure to inject a simulated signal at the input of the sensor to perform the
functional verification. Present testing on the UV and UF attachments only
called for lifting leads to electrically open the circuit to verify operation.
The circuit breakers were not tested properly in that the three phases were
tied in series and a thermal overload current was used. The testing should have
been on each phase, and the design basis for the breaker is for currents in the
instantaneous region.

The personnel involved with the procedures are now aware of the requirements,
and the procedures are being revised. Retesting will be done on all effected
equipment with a follow-up report made on any conditions found which are
determined to be reportable.

Because of the reliability of the devices involved, these events are not
considered to have caused any danger to the public health and safety.
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

Two potentially reportable occurrences were identified on April'7 and April 9, 1986.
The occurrences are being reported in a common LER because of the associated nature
of the type of problems and root cause. At the time they were identified, both
units 1 and 2 were in mode 5 at less than 200 degrees F.

The first occurrence identified was the failure to properly functional test the
reactor. coolant pump undervoltage (UV) and underfrequency (UF) reactor trip
actuating devices. This was identified during an evaluation of the reliability of
the UV and UF trip attachments by a Compliance . engineer. It was discovered that
the test was performed on the proper surveillance interval and did verify alarm
and trip functions; however, it was not performed by injecting a signal into the
sensor of the device. The Final Safety Analysis Report states that all testing
of protective functions will be performed in accordance with IEEE 338-1971. This
standard specifies that a functional test will include the injection of a test
signal of appropriate magnitude <.o verify the function being tested. Conversely,
the functional tests were performed as follows:

1. The circuit to the sensing coil of the UV attachment was electrically opened
allowing it to drop out instead of using an input signal to simulate a low
voltage condition.

2. The circuit associated with the output contacts of the UF attachment was
electically opened instead of injecting a signal at the input to simulate a
low frequency condition.

The second occurrence identified was the failure to properly perform functional
testing of circuit breakers associated with containment electrical penetration
protection. This occurrence was identified by NRC inspectors during an inspection
of overcurrent protection testing and has two parts. The first part was that the
testing performed did not adequately verify the design function of the circuit
breaker, and the other was that the list being used to schedule testing did not '

include all the breakers that required testing. The testing was performed by
connecting the electrical phases of the breaker in series, passing a current '

of a magnitude in the thermal overload region of the breaker (approximately 300
percent of rated current) through the breaker contacts, and verifying that the
response time for the breaker opening was within the manufacturer's specified range.
This does not adequately verify the thermal overload trip function of the breaker
in that only one phase of the series of phases is required to cause the breaker to
open. This leaves two phases of protection potentially not functioning properly
and untested. Additionally, communication with TVA Division of Nuclear Engineering
(DNE) personnel has lead to the conclusion that the currents for which the breakers
were designed to provide protection are of magnitudes in the instantaneous operation
range of the breakers. No testing was being performed on the instantaneous operation
of the breakers. Under these conditions, the design function for which the breaker
was providing protection received no testing, and the testing that was performed
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was inadequate to verify operability of the thermal overload trip feature of the
breaker. The list used to perform testing of the breakers (on a percentage basis
as required by technical specifications (TS)) was from a table in the TS. The table
had apparently been developed in 1978 based on an original 1975 design study to
ensure compliance with Reg Guide 1.63 for auxiliary power supplies and coordination
with design on the control power circuits required for testing. The coordination
on the control power protection was apparently informal in that no official study
existed at the time. Updated studies and calculations made by DNE within the past
year (timeframe is approximate) has indicated that additional penetration protection
devices should be added to the list.

CAUSE OF EVENT ;

The failure to properly functional test the UV and UF trip attachments was due to
inadequate test procedures. The inadequacy existed in the procedures because
of revisions that had been made af ter the original preparation and issuance. They
were originally written to functionally test the features by injecting a signal
into the sensor. From conversations with the personnel who were involved with the
procedures at the time of the revision, it has been determined that they were not
aware of the requirements for performing the functional test as specified in
IEEE 338-1971. The revisions were made and reviewed through the Plant Operations
Review Committee (PORC) as required on the following dates:

1. The UF procedure was revised on February 14, 1980 (Rl) .
2. The UV procedure was revised on August 25, 1982 (R4).

The root cause of this event was considered to be that the personnel who were
involved in the maintenance of the testing procedure were not cognizant of the
requirements for a functional test.

The failure to properly test the containment overcurrent protection circuit breakers
was due to an inadequate procedure. As originally written, the procedure was in
error in that all three electrical phases were tied in series, and the thermal
overload test was performed. The procedure was revised five times without the
error in testing being recognized and corrected. The root cause of this event
is considered to be that the personnel involved in the implementation and
maintenance of the testing procedure were not cognizant of proper breaker testing
methods or the design basis for the breakers being tested.

The table in TS used in establishing the breaker test program was not complete
because it was developed in 1978 from information that now appears to have been
incomplete. TVA's DNE has reevaluated the list (approximately within the past
year) and in that process added several items. The root cause of the event is

considered to be that DNE did not have a mechanism for supplying the updated
information for a TS revision to change the table.
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ANALYSIS OF THE EVENT

Both events in this report are considered to be associated with operations prohibited
by the plant TS, and they are therefore reportable in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73,
paragraph 1.2.1.B.

For the UV and UF attachments, the testing performed partially verified the functions;
therefore, only a small portion of the circuitry was in question, and the channel
calibrations on the equipment have historically shown them to be reliable. Also,
these devices are anticipatory reactor trip functions for a major offsite power
disturbance which would cause a loss of forced circulation in the reactor coolant
system (RCS). Any low flow condition could have been sensed by the RCS flow
monitors, and a reactor trip would have occurred at 90 percent flow. The flow
monitors have been properly tested and maintained in accordance with TS.

,

The construction inspection instruction associated with electrical breakers required
that the breaker be tested for thermal overload currents with the three phases in
series and for instantaneous trip currents on each individual phase. This indicates
that the breakers were properly verified for design function before the commencement
of power operation. Circuit breakers in conjunction with fuses are highly reliable
devices for overcurrent protection. This is indicated by the surveillance
requirement that only 10 percent on a random sample basis are required to be tested
every 18 months. To date, only 30 percent of our breakers have been tested;
therefore, 70 percent have received no additional testing at all. The fact that
additional breakers were added to the list that require testing means that the
10 percent tested each outage was numerically less than should have been. The
testing of the breakers is considered to be an enhancement to the overall reliability
of the penetration overcurrent protection program; however, the actual assurance of
the reliability of the protection comes from the fact that two highly reliable
electrical protective devices are connected in series.

Based on the above, this event is not considered to have adversely affected the
public health and safety.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The supervisor for the section, who maintains the tests for the UV and UF functions,
is aware of the requirements for a functional test and has ensured that his
personnel are knowledgeable. The procedures for performing the functional testing
of the UV and UF attachments are being revised to ensure that proper testing
techniques are used. Additionally, the section associated with these procedures
will review all their TS related functional tests to ensure that this condition
does not exist elsewhere. This work will be completed by August 31, 1986.
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The personnel involved with maintaining the breaker test program are now aware of
proper test methods and the design basis for the breakers. The procedure for
testing electrical penetration overcurrent protection breakers is being revised
to perform both thermal overload current testing and instantaneous current testing
on all three phases of each breaker. This ensures that the design basis of the -
breaker is verified by proper testing methods. Additionally, the updated list of
electrical penetration protection breakers will be added to the instruction to
ensure that all breakers required to be tested are scheduled on the proper
surveillance interval. The table of penetrations has been removed from TS;
therefore, no inconsistancy can exist. There will also be a review of the testing
on all electrical breakers which protect class IE electrical boards to ensure
proper techniques are used to verify the breakers design function. Finally, all
penetration protective breakers that have been tested to date will be retested
with the addition of the required amount to cover the breakers added to the list
requiring testing. This work will be complete by the restart of either unit.
Any conditions that are. discovered during the retesting process which are considered
to be reportable will be reported on a revision to this report.

The DNE program has been changed so that the penetration protective device lists
are now on design drawings. This means that any changes made to these lists will
have to be performed under the engineering change notice program by DNE. Engineering
change notices are addressed by the plant using the Administrative Instruction
(AI)-19 workplan process which requires a review for the need of changes to
procedures. This will ensure that the lists used for testing will remain current.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

A search of the plant LER history file reveals that there have been no previous
reported events associated with a failure to meet the intent of a surveillance
requirement due to improper testing methods.
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
' Post Office Box 2000

Soddy-Daisy, Tennessee 37379

May 6, 1986

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Gentlemen:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - DOCKET NO.
50-327 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-77 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORTi

| SQRO-50-327/86015
L

i The enclosed licensee event report provides details concerning a failure
to properly perform functional testing due to improper methods used. The

,

report concerns two separate events. This event is reported in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.73, paragraph a.2.1.B.

,

Very truly yours,
,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

O.A. A
P. R. Wallace
Plant Manager

Enclosure
cc (Enclosure):

J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Suite 2900
101 Marietta Street, NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Records Center
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations;

Suite 1500'

| 1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 ,

NRC Inspector, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
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